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Two major non-invasive techniques in cognitive
neuroscience, electroencephalography (EEG) and func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), have com-
plementary advantages with regard to their spatial and
temporal resolution. Recent hardware and software
developments have made it feasible to acquire EEG
and fMRI data simultaneously. We emphasize the poten-
tial of simultaneous EEG and fMRI recordings to pursue
new strategies in cognitive neuroimaging. Specifically,
we propose that, by exploiting the combined spatiotem-
poral resolution of the methods, the integration of EEG
and fMRI recordings on a single-trial level enables the
rich temporal dynamics of information processing to be
characterized within spatially well-defined neural net-
works.

Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) recordings provide complemen-
tary advantages with regard to the temporal and spatial
resolution of brain activity. fMRI enables brain regions
engaged during cognitive processes to be localized with
high spatial precision; however, the blood-oxygenation-
level-dependent (BOLD) response is too slow to capture
fully the rich temporal dynamics that underlie cognitive
processes. By contrast, the EEG signal is directly coupled
to neuronal electrical activity and has millisecond preci-
sion; however, EEG picks up a blurred spatial mixture of
the underlying cortical activity and therefore provides only
limited spatial resolution. Accordingly, great hope lies in
the integration of EEG and fMRI to achieve both high
temporal and high spatial resolution of human brain func-
tion [1–5]. Here, we propose that simultaneous EEG and
fMRI recordings provide a major improvement that will
advance considerably our understanding of how cognitive
functions are implemented by the brain. Importantly,
simultaneous EEG–fMRI recordings enable the investiga-
tion of trial-by-trial fluctuations of brain activity, which
reveals important insights into the dynamics of cognitive
function.

The fundamental assumption behind any integration
approach is that the signals recorded in bothmodalities are
at least partly produced by the same neural generators.
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However, a positive correlation between EEG features and
theBOLD signal cannot necessarily be expected [6]. In fact,
the major methodological differences of EEG and fMRI are
in principle consistent with positive, negative or no corre-
lations. When combining fMRI and EEG, it is therefore
crucial to provide strong evidence that both measures refer
to the same underlying substrate. After providing an over-
view of previously available procedures for EEG–fMRI
integration, we introduce a recently established method
of combining simultaneously recorded event-related EEG
and fMRI on a single-trial level (Box 1). This new approach
enables the study of dynamic properties of cognitive pro-
cessing beyond the common focus on evoked brain
responses.

fMRI-informed ERP-source modeling
Commonly, only the averaged response in the EEG signal,
the event-related potential (ERP), is considered informa-
tive. Constraining the possible source locations of ERPs
using neuroimaging results has a relatively long tradition
[2]. In this approach, equivalent current dipoles supposed
to account for the measured ERP are ‘seeded’ into those
brain regions that are identified using neuroimaging
methods such as positron emission tomography (PET)
and fMRI [7–11]. Compared with the regional BOLD
response, the resulting ERP-source waveforms produce
more accurate information about the temporal evolution of
activity in a network of cortical areas. However, this
approach rests on the implicit assumption that the activity
of theERPgenerators leads to local hemodynamic changes
that can be identified using fMRI. Cortical regions identi-
fied by fMRI do not always provide a good starting point for
ERP-source modeling [3,4,12]. Each method can be blind
to the activity detected by the other method under certain
circumstances [13], and ERP and fMRI can differ in their
sensitivity to experimental manipulations. Therefore, the
corresponding neural generators might lack substantial
overlap.

Parametric design and EEG–fMRI covariation
An alternative approach for integrating ERP and fMRI is
based on parametric task manipulations. A range of para-
metrically graded experimental conditions are employed to
identify cortical regions for which the BOLD response
shows the same modulation across conditions as a specific
d. doi:10.1016/j.tics.2006.09.010
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Box 1. Trial-by-trial EEG–fMRI analysis

Recent advances in EEG hardware development have made it

feasible to record multi-channel EEG data and an fMRI signal

simultaneously, even at 3 T (Figure Ia of this box). EEG signals

recorded inside the scanner are contaminated with two serious

artifacts (Figure Ib). Gradient artifacts are due to the switching of

magnetic resonance (MR) gradients necessary to collect MRI data.

They are relatively invariant, so gradient artifacts can be removed by

subtraction procedures. The ballistocardiogram (BCG) artifact is

related to the pulsatile movement of blood and the pulsatile

movement of electrodes adjacent to large blood vessels. Powerful

multivariate BCG-correction procedures now enable the major

properties of the EEG signal to be reconstructed [20,22] (Figure Ib).

However, similar to EEG recordings outside the scanner, the inside-

scanner EEG signal corrected for MR-gradient and BCG artifacts still

represents a mixture of overlapping brain and non-brain activities,

such as eye blinks, spontaneous oscillations or transient, event-

related responses. To isolate these signals, blind-source separation

algorithms, such as independent component analysis (ICA), have

been used successfully [22,32,33] (Figure Ic). ICA linearly decom-

poses EEG data corrected from MR-gradient and BCG artifacts into

several components. The components can be characterized by their

maximally temporally independent time courses, their condition

effects and their spatial properties [35]. One or several independent

components that reflect task-related EEG activity can be used to

obtain single-trial EEG amplitudes. Alternatively, components that

represent artifacts can be discarded and the artifact-corrected signal

can be used (Figure Ic). Several studies suggest that single-trial

amplitudes from selected independent components not only reflect

evoked condition-related effects but also preserve event-related trial-

by-trial fluctuations within each condition (Figure Id). Convolution of

these single-trial amplitudes with the hemodynamic response

function (HRF) takes into account the temporal evolution of the fMRI

BOLD response (Figure Ie). The result is one or several parametric

regressors that can be used to predict the BOLD response that have

been acquired concurrently from the same subject (Figure If). Recent

work suggests that EEG-informed fMRI analysis, as described here,

can help to identify brain areas that are involved in cognitive

processing with more functional (and therefore spatial) specificity

than the conventional analysis of fMRI alone [32,33]. EEG-informed

fMRI analysis seems capable of localizing the neural generators of

EEG measures, and provides a powerful way to study the functional

role of dynamic trial-by-trial fluctuations of brain activity.

Figure I. EEG-informed fMRI analysis. EEG (blue arrows) and fMRI (pink arrow) can be recorded simultaneously (a) and, subsequently, EEG signals are corrected for

fMRI artifacts. This is illustrated for two (AFz and Oz) out of a larger number of EEG channels (b). ICA applied to the continuous EEG signal returns artifact-related and

brain-related component activations and maps; typical artifact-related components are marked with red crosses (c). Selected components reflecting brain activity of

interest can be used to obtain a measure for each recorded trial (d). After convolution (�) with the hemodynamic response function (HRF), the single-trial amplitudes

yield EEG regressors (e) that parametrically predict the BOLD response (f).
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ERP component. Several groups have applied this
method successfully to separately recorded EEG and fMRI
signals and have reported systematic covariations of ERP
amplitudes with regional BOLD responses [9,14–16]. The
parametric-design approach helps to localize indirectly a
cognitive process that is temporally defined using an ERP
amplitude, without the need for simultaneous measure-
ments of EEG and fMRI. Similar to fMRI-informed ERP-
source modeling, this strategy builds on the assumption
www.sciencedirect.com
that the neural generators of BOLD and ERP responses
overlap. However, the evidence of covariation across con-
ditions provided in support of this assumption is limited. A
brain region might depict the same parametric BOLD
modulation as an ERP component, even though this region
might not be the generator of the respective component and
might exhibit a different temporal activation profile. In
addition, not every experimental manipulation can be
meaningfully implemented in a parametric design. Owing



Table 1. Comparison of separate and simultaneous EEG–fMRI recording protocols

Protocol feature Separate Simultaneous

Optimal signal quality Yes No

Possibility to optimize design Yes No

Avoidance of order effects No Yes

Identical sensory stimulation No Yes

Identical subjective experience No Yes

Identical behavior No Yes

Direct temporal correlation of EEG and fMRI signals No Yes
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to the relatively small number of conditions that can be
implemented during a recording, the correlation analysis
often suffers from amixture of within-subject and between-
subject effects.

Virtues of simultaneous recordings
Simultaneous EEG and fMRI recordings provide
fundamental advantages over separate recording protocols
(Table 1). Firstly, it is challenging, if not impossible, to
provide identical sensory stimulation in two recording
environments as different as EEG and fMRI laboratories.
Magnetic resonance (MR) scanner noise, for instance, is
partly bone-conducted and therefore difficult to simulate
outside the scanner room. Furthermore, many cognitive
processes, such as learning, novelty processing or object
identification, are not well-suited to repeated testing
because the same stimuli cannot be used twice. In addition,
differences in preparation time, task experience and the
recording environment itself might affect a participant’s
mood, vigilance, compliance and behavior, which could be
reflected in different patterns of brain activity. Even in
well-established cognitive experiments, the behavior of the
same participant in the same task can differ substantially
between EEG and fMRI recording sessions [10]. Finally,
several lines of evidence suggest that ongoing fluctuations
of brain activity can reflect intrinsically generated antici-
patory signals that interact with, and modify, the proces-
sing of sensory events [17]. Simultaneous protocols not
only guarantee identical sensory stimulation, perception
and behavior, but also provide a unique way to study how
these intrinsic brain states interact with event-related,
extrinsic processing.

The onlymajor concern regarding EEG–fMRI recordings
is thepotentially compromisedEEGquality.Although ithas
beenpossible to recordEEGdata inside the scanner for a few
years [18], more recent developments in amplifier design
and artifact-correction procedures nowmake it much easier
to obtain reasonable EEG data quality [19–22].

Simultaneous EEG and fMRI of ongoing activity
Simultaneous EEG and fMRI measurements enable
covariation of both signals to be exploited on a purely
temporal basis, which provides strong evidence for identi-
fying common neural generators of fMRI and EEG. The
first study to correlate both signals directly across time
showed that spontaneous fluctuations of EEG alpha power
(8–12 Hz) in a resting state covaried with simultaneously
recorded regional fluctuations of the BOLD signal [23]. The
pattern of correlations was consistent with structures that
are thought to be directly (occipital and parietal cortex)
or indirectly (thalamus) involved in the generation of
EEG alpha activity. Further studies have replicated
www.sciencedirect.com
and extended this initial report [24–27]. Interestingly,
these studies found BOLD activity in occipital cortex to
be negatively correlated with EEG alpha activity. This
finding is consistent with the idea that large-scale synchro-
nized activity in the alpha frequency range represents
an idling rhythm and corresponds to cortical inactivation
[28]. This interpretation also supports the notion that
simultaneous EEG–fMRI does not necessarily identify the
neural generators of EEG signals, but does enable the
identification of intrinsic brain states that reflect a cognitive
‘default mode’ expressed in both modalities [17,27,29].

Event-related simultaneous EEG and fMRI
The success of EEG–fMRI studies on the resting state
suggests that fluctuations of brain activity can be mea-
sured simultaneously at a temporal scale appropriate for
event-related designs; that is, on a single-trial level. Box 1
illustrates processing steps that directly relate EEG and
fMRI signals to each other on a single-trial level. Two
initial studies reported a positive trial-by-trial correlation
of the EEG-contingent negative variation with the BOLD
signal in the thalamus and the posterior medial frontal
cortex [30,31]. Two further studies used well-established
experimental manipulations and demonstrated a direct
link between event-related single-trial EEG amplitudes
and cortical BOLD fMRI responses [32,33]. Eichele et al.
[32] systematically manipulated the sequence of target
stimuli in a target-detection (oddball) paradigm, thereby
modulating the subjective predictability of target occur-
rence. Single-trial amplitudes of different ERP compo-
nents served as predictors of the BOLD response, and
several sequential spatiotemporal processing stages
related to perceptual inference and pattern learning were
identified. This study exemplifies a key benefit of EEG–
fMRI integration: on a timescale of <0.5 s, the EEG signal
provided enough information to identify several spatially
separated event-related regional activations that were
differentially modulated by the experimental paradigm.
Using single-trial measures of ERP components as BOLD
regressors enabled corresponding brain regions to be iden-
tified using fMRI with the effective temporal resolution of
the EEG.

We have recently used trial-by-trial event-related EEG
amplitude variations to predict the BOLD response in a
performance-monitoring task [33]. The single-trial mea-
sure of the error-related negativity correlated specifically
with the BOLD signal in posterior medial frontal cortex, a
key area in the monitoring of motivated behavior [34].
Interestingly, the localization based on the single-trial
EEG regressor was regionally more specific than conven-
tional fMRI analysis because it avoided potential biases
introduced by the subtraction logic [13] of conventional
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fMRI contrasts. Moreover, this analysis captured the
parametric modulation of a more focused cognitive
function, namely performance monitoring. This suggests
that the trial-to-trial variability of the EEG signal provides
fine-grained information that can be used to pinpoint the
role of different cortical regions in a given cognitive task.
Moreover, in accordance with current models of perfor-
mance monitoring [34], the single-trial EEG amplitudes
also predicted the slowing of subjects’ reaction times in
trials following response errors (Box 2). This finding is
important because it demonstrates that the trial-to-trial
covariation of EEG and fMRI is not due to functionally
irrelevant brain activity but, by contrast, reflects behavio-
rally relevant neuronal activity.

It is important to consider that scalp-EEG recordings
reflect a mixture of activities that are generated by an
unknown number of sources. Thus, the two studies dis-
cussed [32,33] and another simultaneous EEG–fMRI study
[26] build on the idea of unmixing the EEG data before
portions are correlated with the BOLD signal (Box 1).
Unmixing methods, such as independent component
Box 2. Dynamic cognitive events and brain function

Cognitive ERP and fMRI studies usually consider only event-related

brain signals, which are thought to be independent from, and merely

superimposed to, ongoing brain activity. According to this view,

within-subject trial-by-trial fluctuations over time are treated as

random noise and consequently averaged out. However, the brain

can be considered a dynamic system, and a defining feature of any

dynamic system is that it can undergo state changes. It is also

characteristic for dynamic systems that these different states

determine properties of the response to any given stimulus. Accord-

ingly, the same stimulus can evoke different responses depending on

the functional context expressed by the intrinsic system dynamics. In

contrast to conventional analyses, a single-trial approach aims to take

into account the functional significance of those state-dependent trial-

by-trial fluctuations.

By considering task-independent but region-specific decreases in

brain activity, cognitive neuroimaging studies have identified a

‘default mode’ of brain function [17]. Activity in the default-mode

network fluctuates and might define a physiological state necessary

to develop and maintain an intrinsic model of anticipated events. In

agreement with this view is a recent study showing that the degree of

de-activation in the default-mode network is related to temporary

lapses in attention [50]. Although there is a growing number of

Figure I. EEG-informed fMRI analysis reveals dynamic properties of cognitive process

coupling, if present, is thought to represent a fraction of the variance of each measu

identify medial frontal brain areas that are involved in performance monitoring in

performance monitoring is supported by behavioral results. Single-trial amplitudes

were used to predict the participants’ reaction times in the same, and the subsequen

predict longer reaction times on the next trial, an effect known as post-error slowing.

Neuroscience.
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analysis (ICA), can deal effectively with EEG artifacts
and help to unravel spatiotemporally overlapping brain
activities [35–38]. Although these EEG–fMRI studies pro-
pose different analysis strategies, they suggest that ICA
helps to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of single-trial
EEG estimates used to predict the BOLD response
[26,32,33]. The ability to estimate independent compo-
nents based on a fused ERP and fMRI data space [39]
might also provide important new insights, in particular
when considering single-trial EEG–fMRI information from
simultaneous recording protocols.

Outlook and future directions
The studies discussed in this article used single-trial
quantifications related to classical ERP component quan-
tification to integrate EEG and fMRI. However, cognitive
processes are not limited to phase-locked brain responses
(Box 2); they also induce non-phase-locked, spectrally
specific changes of neural population activity [28,40,41].
Recent invasive [42–44] and non-invasive [41,45,46] stu-
dies and theoretical accounts [47] support the idea of a
reports on systematic trial-by-trial fluctuations in EEG [35,49] and

fMRI [51,52], both signals also suffer from noise contributions, which

are difficult to eliminate without averaging. The EEG-informed fMRI-

analysis approach provides a solution to this problem (Figure Ia of

this box). Both EEG and fMRI signals capture event-related activity

and, to an unknown extent, physiological or technical noise. By using

temporal correlations of EEG and fMRI (Box 1), the event-related part

of brain activity captured by both measures can be identified on a

single-trial level; physiological or technical noise is specific to each

recording technique and, therefore, can be assumed not to

contribute to this correlation (Figure Ib). A second virtue of this

approach is that it preserves the dynamic aspects of cognitive

function. For example, performance monitoring refers to a process

that detects whether action outcomes deviate from action goals and

initiates adjustments that optimize future behavior whenever the

outcome is worse than intended. Performance monitoring is

modulated by state variables, such as motivation, and it seems

conceivable that performance monitoring fluctuates owing to

interactions with the default mode of brain activity [50]. Single-trial

EEG amplitudes might be related to this fluctuation and can be used

to predict the subjects’ reaction times in performance tasks [33]

(Figure Ic).

ing. (a) The virtues of the temporal correlation approach. Event-related EEG–fMRI

re (hatched area). (b) Event-related trial-by-trial EEG fluctuations can be used to

a single subject. (c) The claim that medial frontal brain areas are involved in

of the error-related negativity, a component reflecting performance monitoring,

t, trial. Only in response error trials (right) did higher single-trial EEG amplitudes

Figure Ic reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [33], � (2005) by the Society for



Box 3. Questions for future research

� What is the spectral signature of correlations between BOLD fMRI

and EEG? Is there a homogenous relationship over distinct

cortical areas?

� What is the relationship between ongoing and event-related EEG

oscillations regarding correlations with the BOLD signal?

� Under which sensory and cognitive circumstances do EEG signals

fail to correlate systematically with the BOLD signal?

� ERP components are often characterized by more than one ICA

component. What is the relationship between independent

components and conventional ERP components regarding the

correlation with the BOLD signal?

� Does the cognitive default mode of brain activity, as revealed by

BOLD fMRI, account for event-related EEG trial-by-trial fluctuations?

� Can ‘true data fusion’ techniques, such as the joint ICA of EEG and

fMRI data, help to describe EEG and fMRI signals that are directly

coupled to each other?
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spectrally specific correlation between neural population
activity and BOLD fMRI. In particular, high-frequency
activity in the gamma band seems to be positively corre-
lated with the BOLD response, whereas alpha band activ-
ity seems to be negatively correlated. An important related
question concerns the interaction between ongoing and
event-related brain activity. For instance, it is conceivable
that neuronal assemblies that give rise to evoked EEG
signals have a modulating influence on ongoing activity,
and vice versa. Moreover, it has been reported that event-
related EEG responses are due to a partial phase resetting
of, and thus not independent from, ongoing activity. There-
fore, ERPs originating from partial phase resetting
[35,48,49] might not induce major changes in local brain
metabolism, and thus might not correlate with the BOLD
signal. By contrast, additive event-related responses due to
a larger neural assembly should be correlated with the
local event-related fMRI BOLD signal [48]. Future studies
investigating these issues should profit from simultaneous
EEG–fMRI designs and single-trial EEG responses, char-
acterized in the time-frequency domain as regressors for
the BOLD fMRI signal (Box 3).

The recent advent of simultaneous EEG–fMRI
recording protocols provides a key non-invasive technique
for directly relating electromagnetic and hemodynamic
signals. Simultaneous recordings provide a unique way
to investigate event-related trial-by-trial correlations
between these measures. Such direct correlations provide
valuable evidence; we propose that they provide the best
means to localize non-invasively those structures that
underlie temporally well-resolved EEG responses.
Furthermore, they enable the identification of systematic
trial-by-trial fluctuations of brain activity, thereby avoid-
ing the questionable assumption of a clear-cut distinction
between ongoing and additive event-related brain
responses. Accordingly, we claim that single-trial EEG-
informed fMRI analysis provides a powerful tool for
characterizing the neural dynamics of cognitive processes
and offers previously unattained effective spatiotemporal
resolution.
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